Shanghai, Pavia, Lodz, Pisa, Al Ain
7th April 2008, 11.30 - 13.30 (GMT +1)

IUSS International Design Seminar
director: Angelo Bugatti

Video conference and media presentation

UNIVERSITA' DELLE STUDI DI Pavia - Department of Building and Territorial Engineering
UNIVERSITA' GIUSEPPE - Department of Engineering Civils
POLITECNICA LODZKA - Institute of Architecture and Urbanism
TONGJI UNIVERSITY OF Shanghai - College of Architecture and Urban Planning
UNITED ARAB EMIRATES UNIVERSITY - Department of Architectural Engineering

Welcome and presentation

Roberto Schmid
Director of IUSS Pavia Institute for Advanced Study

Gang Pei
President, Tongji University of Shanghai

Morphological innovation, relationships with history and environment

Transformation of big social functions

Lectures by
Angelo Bugatti, Zheng Shiling

- XII Edition - Al Ain - United Arab Emirates
  - video presentation -
  Presentation of the projects from Shanghai, Al Ain, Poland
  Chen Yi, Remy El Diaisy, Elizabeth Bedkowska

Innovation, building, architecture
  design and research -
Claudio De Albertis
President, Association A+D

- XIII Edition - Lucca - Italy
  - video presentation
  Presentation of the projects from Pisa, Pavia, Shanghai
  Mahto Dringoli, A+D, Celsaria, Roberto De Lotus

Debate with:
Elizabeth Bedkowska, Aldo Cattellano, Roberto De Lotus,
Masimdrino Dringoli, Remy El Diaisy, Chen Yi

Final presentation

The XIV edition of the International Design Seminar:
Lodz, Poland 22nd Aug - 6th Sep 2008
Elizabeth Bedkowska, Adriano Gasperi

The International Design Seminar is a School of Excellence, in which quality of design will become an expression of the awareness to combine global issues with local identity and with heritage.
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Evcentre, via Ferrata 1, Pavia
7th April 2008, 11.30 - 13.30 (GMT +1)